Bloomberg Industries allows you to compare detailed statistics for global companies in the energy industry.

Enter BI at the cursor and hit the green <GO> key.

Select the “Energy” industry sector.

Select the industry subsector – coal, crude oil production, drilling & support, nat gas production etc. Selecting the subsector will open the dashboard or menu page for that industry.

In the left navigation area, select “Company”.

The region appears in the upper right corner and may be edited.

Note the grey tabs that provide different types of data. Selecting a tab from the upper row will alter the tabs that appear in the lower row.

You may edit the number of time periods, currency, and peer group

To compare specific companies, click on “Select Companies” (below the tabs area).

You may select companies from the list provided. When you have checked the relevant companies, click “Close”.

Data may be exported to Excel using the “Actions” tab in the red toolbar.